The welcoming scent of home
Your home is your sanctuary
We can spend a fortune on air fresheners, air purifiers, fragranced
candles, oils and plug-ins. But making the air smell nice doesn’t
always hide the underlying problems.

Bad-odour culprits





Lingering cooking smells
Stuffy rooms with stale air
Pet odours from wet dogs, cat litter boxes etc.
Stale cigarette smoke

All-in-1 indoor air freshness
There is an all-in-1 indoor air freshness solution that works 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week; a solution that makes a huge difference in air
quality, but that is so small and silent you barely know it is there.

It’s called Cleanaer™.
What is Cleanaer?
Cleanaer is an air purifier with multiple applications. Using the technology of electrostatics it provides a long-term solution for odour
removal and air freshening, improving indoor air quality and helping
people breathe more easily.
Cleanaer works by gently releasing microscopic particles called
Liquid-ions. They float around on the air currents, attracting airborne
particulates and removing them from the air. It actually improves
indoor air quality, making the air feel fresh and clean.
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Cleanaer products:








Are safe, trusted and endorsed by the British Allergy
Foundation
Work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Are small (only 24cm high), discreet, completely silent
Inexpensive to use
Do not release ozone
Do not use propellants or aerosols
Battery-operated

Why choose Cleanaer?
Some products claim to eliminate smells but their effect is not
always long-lasting, they can release harmful aerosols or ozone, and
can leave a sticky residue on your surfaces. Cleanaer is different:











No risk of messy spills from heated oils, candles or gels
The subtle, continuously released fragrances are not
overwhelming
Available in a fragrance free variety which still helps
remove odours and helps allergy sufferers!
No fire risk from unattended candles
No burning smell from extinguished candles
Long-lasting solution helps eliminate odours before
they get a chance to linger
Does not leave aerosol residue on surfaces
Does not spray noisily and unexpectedly
Does not lose the scent before it runs out.

